Abstract. In the following we shall give a new approach to web geometry. Instead of using the reduced "adapted coframe bundles" over the web manifolds we define invariant tensorfields corresponding to the 3-web structure and express the covariant derivation of the Chern connection with the help of these tensorfields, working only on the tangent bundle of the web manifold. The invariant tensorfields of a 3-web define a more general, so-called {H,J}-structure on the manifold which can be considered as an infinitesimal, non-integrable version of a web structure. We introduce a canonical connection of a {H, J}-structure which reduces to the Chern connection in the case of a 3-web. Using the tensorial expression of the covariant derivation of the Chern connection we give direct proof for the torsion and curvature identities. Finally, we apply our formulae to an algebraic characterization of the parallel translation with respect to the Chern connection.
Introduction
In 1936, S. S. Chern in his thesis [4] , written under the supervision of W. Blaschke in Hamburg, initiated the investigation of higher dimensional 3-webs in differentiable manifolds whose "lines" are the leaves of 3 different foliations given by differential systems. He introduced a reduction of the linear coframe bundle over the web manifold corresponding to the 3-web structure. This specialized "adapted coframe bundle" was equipped with a canonical connection (Chern connection) which is invariant with respect to local differentiable equivalences of the 3-web. Some closure conditions of 3-webs were characterized by means of relations for the torsion and curvature tensors of this connection.
The theory of 3-webs in the spirit of Chern's work has been developed systematically by M. A. Akivis and his followers in the last 25 years. They used the adapted coframe bundle construction for the calculation of various invariant quantities of 3-webs and clarified the relations between differential geometric theory and local analytical algebraic theory of coordinate quasigroups and loops. The AMS (1980) subject classification: Primary 53A60. Secondary 53C30. 28, 1985. and in final form. June 18, 1987 .
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principal result of this theory is the characterization of various closure conditions of 3-webs and the corresponding algebraic isotopy invariant identities of the coordinate loops with the help of torsion and curvature identities with respect to the Chern connection.
In the following we shall give another approach to web geometry. Instead of using the reduced "adapted coframe bundles" over the web manifolds we define invariant tensorfields corresponding to the 3-web structure and express the covariant derivation of the Chern connection with the help of these tensorfields, working only on the tangent brindle of the web manifold. The invariant tensorfields of a 3-web define a more general, so-called {H, J}-structure on the manifold which can be considered as an infinitesimal, non-integrable version of a web structure. We introduce a canonical connection of an {H, J}-structure which reduces to the Chern connection in the case of a 3-web. Using the tensorial expression of the covariant derivation of the Chern connection we give direct proof for the torsion and curvature identities. Finally, we apply our formulae to an algebraic characterization of the parallel translation with respect to the Chern connection discussed in [8], using special coordinate systems.
The adapted coframe bundle treatment of web geometry can be found in We can see immediately that the dimension of the tangent distributions of the 1 foliations 21, 22, 2a are equal to ~dim M = r.
We call the leaves of the foliations 21, 22, 23 horizontal, vertical and transversal; likewise we call their tangent spaces or tangent distributions horizontal, vertical and transversal tangent spaces and denote them Tth~M, T'~M and Tt°M, respectively. The projection operators of the tangent bundle to the horizontal and vertical distributions with respect to the Whitney sum decomposition TM = T th~ M • TtV~M we denote by H: TM--~ Tth~M, V: TM---, TtV~M. The projection operators H and V are (1, 1) -tensorfields on M satisfying H2(=HoH) = H, V 2 = V and H + V = L where I is the identity operator. We denote by J the tensorfield on TM defined by the following way:
